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Let R be a Dedekind domain and G a finite group. A permutation 
module is a finitely generated R-free RG-module which has an R-basis per- 
muted by G. An invertible module is a direct summand of a permutation 
module. Invertible modules arise in the study of the function field of 
algebraic tori defined over a field k, which split over a Galois extension of 
k with group G [3, 63. They also arise in questions of rationality of field 
extensions, as in the so-called Noether conjecture [7. 91. 
The aim of this work has been to find an analogue to Swan’s theorem 
on projective modules, for invertible modules. Swan’s theorem states that 
if R is a Dedekind domain of characteristic 0, and G a finite group of order 
n, such that no prime divisor of II is a unit in R, then every finitely 
generated and projective left RG-module M is locally free. Further, if K is 
the quotient field of R, then KM is KG-free [4]. In our analogy permuta- 
tion modules correspond to free modules and projectives to invertibles. 
We are mainly working in the category J?‘~ of finitely generated Z-free 
ZG-modules. Our local results, however, hold for a Dedekind domain R 
satisfying the conditions of Swan’s theorem. In Section 1 we present some 
preliminary results and definitions which are given in the literature for ZG- 
modules, but extend directly to RG-modules, when R is defined as above. 
In Section 2 we first study the local behavior of invertible modules. Our 
main results are: Theorem 2.1, which says that for a finite p-group G, an 
invertible G-module M is locally permutation, that is, M, = R, OR M is a 
permutation R,G-module for all primes P in R. Therefore KM is a 
permutation KG-module. And Theorem A, which extends Theorem 2.1. It 
states that for a finite group G an RG-module A4 is invertible if and only 
if M, is R.G,,-permutation for each p-sylow subgroup G, of G. The first 
result gives an exact parallel to Swan’s theorem. However, over arbitrary 
finite groups the situation is much more complex. The second result gives 
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a local condition equivalent to invertibility, but the parallel stops there. 
For a finite group G and an invertible ZG-module A4, QM is not 
necessarily permutation. In Section 3 we have a counterexample over the 
cyclic group of order 6. We also have a counterexample over the same 
group, for a conjecture which arose from our second result. Suppose that 
QM is QG,-permutation for each p-sylow subgroup G, of G. Does this 
imply the existence of an invertible G-module N such that QME QN, i.e., 
does QM contain a full invertible ZG-lattice? Finally, we have an example 
of an invertible module A4 over S, such that QM is QH-permutation for 
all cyclic subgroups H of S3, but not permutation as a QS,-module. In Sec- 
tion 4, we present a result, Theorem 5.1, on rational characters afforded by 
invertible modules. For a finite group G and G-module M, this gives a 
necessary condition on the character afforded by QM, for the existence of 
a full invertible lattice in QA4. However, the condition is not sufftcient. 
In view of this we directed our attention to finding a characterization of 
QM for an invertible module M. This will be done in Section 6, for finite 
cyclic groups. Let g be a generator of G. We define a basic summand T to 
be a principal ideal in ZG, whose generator $ is a product of cyclotomic 
polynomials in g, the degrees of which satisfy specific conditions. We then 
show that if A4 is invertible, QM can be decomposed into a direct sum of 
QG-modules QT,, where each T, is a basic summand. Finally, we show that 
each basic summand is an invertible G-module, thus giving a complete 
characterization of QA4, in Theorem B. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 
Let R be a Dedekind domain of characteristic 0, and G a finite group of 
order n, such that no prime divisor of II is a unit in R. 
The following are simple technical results which will be used throughout 
this paper. We shall use standard results in the cohomology of finite groups 
(for reference see [2]). 
DEFINITION. For an RG-module M we define the cohomology groups 
H”(G, W = 
Ext”,,(R, Ml for nal 
TorRG 
-n- ‘L Ml n<--2 
H’(G, M) = MG/N(M) 
H-‘(G, M) = ,M/I,M, 
where N: M+ A4 is the norm map, i.e., N(m) = (CnEc g)m, ,&I= 
(nt E M: Nnz = 0}, and I, is the augmentation ideal of RG. 
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Thus the cohomology groups H”(G, M) are just the Tate cohomology 
groups of G with coefficients in M. Clearly, Shapiro’s lemma holds for these 
groups. 
DEFINITION [3]. An RG-module M is H’-trivial if H’(H, M) = 0 for all 
subgroups H of G. 
Let M be a permutation RG-module. Let B = {.x,:i, . . . . rr) be an R-basis 
for M permuted by G. Then M r @ ~ R(G 1 H,), where x ranges over a set 
of representatives of the G-orbits of B and H, is the isotropy subgroup of 
s in G. The isomorphism is given by 
R(G I H,) + 0 R,,, 
,=I 
where the orbit of x is {x = .Y 11, .. . . x,~}. By Shapiro’s lemma H”(G, M) r 
0, H”(H,, R). In particular, if n = f 1 then H”(G, M) = 0. Furthermore, M 
is a permutation RH-module for all subgroups H of G, thus, permutation 
modules are H’ ‘-trivial. Invertible modules being direct summands of 
permutation modules are also H’ ‘-trivial. 
DEFINITION [3]. An RG-module M is flasque if it is H-l-trivial and 
coflasque if it is HI-trivial. 
We denote by MO the dual Hom,(M, R) of a G-module M. MO is an 
RG-module with action gf(m) =f( g- ‘m) for g E G, f~ MD. Notice that a 
permutation module is isomorphic to its dual. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a finitely generated R-projective, RG-module. 
Then H”(G, A) g HP”(G, A’) for all n in Z. However, the isomorphism is not 
natural. 
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.2 in [ 11, since 
AWr A [4, Lemma 10.261, and since over a Dedekind domain R, a 
module M can be written as M = N @ T, where N is R-projective and T is 
R-torsion [4, Proposition 4.161. 
The following two lemmas are given in [3] for ZG-lattices. Given 
Theorem 1.1, their proofs are simple cohomological arguments. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let M be an RG-lattice. The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
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(1) A4 is jlusque. 
(2) MO is cojlusque. 
(3) Extk,(M, P) = 0 for all permutation modules P. 
(4) Ext&(P, MO) = 0 for all permutation modules P. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let G be a finite group, M an RG-lattice. Then the following 
are equivalent. 
(1) M is invertible. 
(2) M is RG,-invertible jar all p-sylow subgroups G, of G. 
(3 ) Ext X,( M, Q) = 0 for all cojlasque RG-modules Q. 
We now introduce some notation. 
Let K be the quotient field of R. For a prime p E R, R, denotes the 
localization of R at p. For an RG-module A4 let h4, = R, OR M. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let G be a finite group of order n. Let M, N be RG-lattices. 
Then there is a monomorphism Ext &(M, N) 4 Q pln Ext kGp(M, N), where 
the G,‘s are the p-subgroups of G. 
Proof: By [4, Proposition 25.101, Ext&(M, N) 2 H’(G, Hom(M, N)). 
Now H’(G, Hom(M, NJ) 4 Qpin H’(G,, Hom(M, N)) by [ 12, Proposi- 
tion 3.1.151. As above H’(G,, Hom(A4, N)) 2 ExtkGp(M, N), so the lemma 
is proved. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let M, N be RG-lattices. Then there is a monomorphism 
Ext &(M, N) 4 0, ,,, Ext &or(M,,, N,), where p ranges over all primes 
dividing n, and the G,‘s are the p-sylow subgroups of G. 
Proof: Follows directly from Lemma 1.3. 
Remark. As in [3], we define an equivalence relation on RG-lattices as 
follows. Two RG-lattices M and N are equivalent if there exist permutation 
RG-modules P and L such that PO A4 z L @ N. And if 0 + M -+ P --f 
F + 0, 0 + Q + L + M + 0 are a flasque and a coflasque resolution [ 31 of 
M, then the equivalence classes of F and Q are denoted p(M) and i(M), 
respectively. As in [3, Lemma 4, Sect. 11, p(M) and c(M) depend only 
on the equivalence class of M. All this follows from properties of exact 
sequences. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let G be a cyclic group of order n. Let R = Z[y], 
where y is a primitive mth root of 1 with (m, n) = 1. If M is a jlasque RG- 
lattice. then M is invertible. 
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Proof Write n = p’k, where p is a prime and does not divide k. Let o 
be a primitive p’-th root of 1. Then w satisfies ~Jx) =C~:~(X”‘-‘)~=O 
over Q, hence over Q(y). By basic Galois theory [Q(y, o:Q] = cp(mp”) = 
q(m) .cp(p”), where cp is the Euler function. Hence [Q(y)(o): Q(y)] = 
[Q(y, w): Q]/[Q(y):Q] = cp( p”). So dp=(x) is irreducible over Q(y), there- 
fore it is irreducible over R. By the remark above, the proof is now identi- 
cal to that of Proposition 2, Section 1, in [3] with Z replaced by R. 
2. LOCAL BEHAVIOR OF INVERTIBLE MODULES 
Let R and G be defined as in Section 1. Let G, be a p-sylow subgroup 
of G. Let P be a prime in R and M, = Rp@ M. In this section we obtain 
a characterization of invertibility for an RG-lattice M in terms of the G,- 
structure of M, for all p-sylow subgroups G, of G. The main theorem is: 
THEOREM A. Let R be a Dedekind domain of characteristic 0. Let G be 
a finite group of order n and assume that no prime divisor of n is a unit in 
R. An RG-lattice M is invertible if and nly if M, is R,G,-permutation for 
all p-sylow subgroups G, of G, and for all primes P in R. 
We first look at the case where G is a finite p-group. 
Notation. For two RG-modules M and N, we write MI N, to mean M 
is direct summand of N. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a Dedekind domain whose quotient field K has 
characteristic 0. Let G be a p-group and assume that p is not a unit in R. Let 
M be an invertible RG-lattice. Then M, = R, 0 M is a permutation module, 
for all primes P in R. If R is also an A-algebra, finitely generated as an 
A-module, for some Dedekind domain A of characteristic 0, then M, is a 
permutation module for all primes P in A. Here R,= A,Q, R. 
Proof We first consider primes P in R, which contain p. Denote by 
R,, I%? the P-adic completions of R, and M,, respectively. Let H be a sub- 
group of G. By [4, Theorem 32.141, R,(G 1 H) and R,(G I H) and R,(G ( H) 
are indecomposable. Since M is invertible there exists a permutation 
module Q such that MIP. Hence R.@MIRi.@P. But QE@~.,~R(GIH,) 
for some subgroups H, of, G, where I is, a finite set. Hence, RP@ Q z 
0, Rp(G1 H,). Therefore R,@MI @ It I RP( G 1 H,). Since the R,(G I H,)‘s 
are indecomposable, 
R,OMz @ 
the Krull-Schmidt-Azumaya theorem implies 
rcJ R,(G I H,) as R,G-modules, for some subset J of I. 
Hence fir R,O M is a permutation module. By [4, Proposition 30.171, 
MPZ. , EJ RP( G I H,). Hence M, is a permutation module. For primes P in 
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R not containingp R,G is a maximal R,-order in KG [4, Proposition 27.11. 
Now KM 2 eIEJ MG/H,) implies M, z Olt., RJGIH,) by C4, 
Proposition 31.23. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a p-group. Let M be an invertible module. Then 
KM is permutation. 
Proof of Theorem A. Assume M is invertible. By Lemma 1.2, M is RG,- 
invertible for each p-sylow subgroup G, of G. By Theorem 2.1, M, is 
R.G,-permutation for each G,. 
Let M, be R.G,-permutation for each p-sylow subgroup G, of G. By 
Lemma 1.2, it suffices to show ExtL,(M, Q) = 0 for all coflasque G-modules 
Q. By Lemma 1.1, Q is coflasque if and only if Ext&( L, Q) = 0 for all 
permutation G-modules L. Now let Q be a coflasque G-module. By 
Theorem 1.2, 
E&AM, Q, 4 0 ExtipGp(MP, Q,). 
An 
Since MP is a R,G,-permutation module, MP z R, @ P for some permuta- 
tion RG,-module P. Since Q is coflasque, 
Extfs,,,,(Mp, Q,Wxt;,,,(R,OL, Q,) 
z R, 0 Ext fpGp(L, Q) = 0. 
Hence Ext&(M, Q) = 0, so M is G-invertible. 
This completes the study of the local behavior of invertible modules. In 
the next three sections we will present some results on the following ques- 
tion. For which QG-modules V do there exist invertible modules M such 
that VEQM? 
3. INTRODUCTION TO THE Q-CLASS OF A G-MODULE 
DEFINITION. The Q-class of a G-lattice M is 
rM= {AE&:QAzQM}. 
Let A E r,,,,. By taking an isomorphic copy of A contained in QM we may 
assume QA = QM. 
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a finite group. Then the following are equivalent : 
(1) G is nilpotent. 
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(2) If M is a finite G-module and H”( G, M) = 0 for some n E Z then 
H’(G, M) = 0 for all r E Z. 
Proof Reference [2, p. 1411. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a finite p-group, and 0 -+ M -+ A -+ C -+ 0 an exact 
sequence of G-modules kth C finite. [f H’(G, A) = 0 and H’(G, A) # 0 then 
H’(G, M) # 0. 
Proof. Assume H’(G, M) = 0. The sequences 
H’(G, A) + H’(G, C) -+ H’(G, M) (1) 
H’(G, M) + H’(G, A) --) H’(G, C) (2) 
are exact. From ( 1). we have H’(G, C) = 0, and from (2), we have 
0 -+ H’(G, A) -+ H’(G, C). Since H’(G, A) ~0, H’(G, C) cannot be zero. 
Therefore we have a finite G-module C with H’(G, C) = 0 and 
H’(G, C) # 0. This contradicts Lemma 3.1. Hence H’(G, M) # 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a Jinite p-group. Let A be in Yo and assume 
(1) H’(G, A)=O. 
(2) A is not ZG-projective. 
Then there does not exist an invertible G-module M such that 
Proof Assume such an M exists. Since QA z QM, we have the exact 
sequence 
O-+M-+A-+C+O, for some finite G-module C. 
Since H’(G, A) = 0, and A OS not ZG-projective, H’(G, A) cannot be zero 
by [S, Proposition lo]. But since M is invertible, H’(G, M) = 0. This 
contradicts Lemma 3.2. Hence no such M exists. 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a finite group. Let A be in 5YG, and assume we 
have the following onditions for some p-subgroup G, of G. 
(1) H’(G,, A)=O. 
(2) A is not ZG,-projective. 
Then there does not esist an invertible G-module M such that QA E QM. 
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The next theorem will be needed in Section 4. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G he a finite nilpotent group. Let A and M be G- 
modules satisfying 
(1) H’(G, A)=O. 
(2) H’(G, M) = 0. 
rf QA E QM then H”(G, A) 2 H”(G, M) for all n E 2. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have the exact sequence 
0 -+ M -+ A + C -+ 0, where C is a finite G-module. Then 
H’(G, A) -+ H’(G, C) -+ H’( G, M) 
is exact. By conditions (1) and (2), H’(G, C) = 0, hence Lemma 3.1 implies 
H”(G, C) = 0 for all n E Z. Thus H”(G, )A) 2 H”( G, M) for all n E Z. 
4. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. This is an example of an invertible G-module such that 
QA4 is not permutation. Let G be a cyclic group of order 6 with generator 
g. Let 4: ZG + ZG be the map which sends a to ( g2 - g + l)cc for all 
c( E ZG. Let M = #(ZG), N= ker 4 and we have the exact sequence 
0 + N+ ZG -+b M-, 0. By a simple computation we see that NH=O, 
hence H”( H, N) = 0 for all subgroups H of G. Consequently, H’( H, M) = 0 
for all subgroups H of G. The following lemma tells us that M is invertible. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a finite cyclic group, M a G-module. If 
H’(H, M) = 0 for all subgroups H of G then M is invertible. 
Proof: Since G is cyclic H’( H, M) = H - ’ (H, M) for all H < G. So M is 
flasque. By Proposition 1.1, M is invertible. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a finite group. Let P be a permutation module, and 
let x be the character afforded by QP, then ,for all g in G, x(g) is a non- 
negative integer. 
Proof: A permutation module has a Z basis permuted by G. 
LEMMA 4.3. QM is not a permutation G-module. 
ProoJ: Let x, x,, and x2 be the characters afforded by QM, QG, and 
QN, respectively. Then x1 = x + x2. Hence x( g’) = -x2( g’) for all i # 0. The 
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following is a basis for Qlv over Q { 1 + g - g’ - g4, g + g2 - g4 - g5 >. We 
get x2(g) = 1. Therefore x(g) = - 1. By Lemma 2, QM is not permutation. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G be a finite group, M an invertible G-module. 
Theorem A in Section 2 implies that for each p-sylow subgroup G, of G, 
QM viewed as QG,-module is permutation. This led us to make the 
following conjecture: 
Let A be a G-module which is QG,-ermutation for all p-sylow subgroups 
G, of G. Then QA contains an invertible full ZG-Lattice. 
It is false; a counterexample follows. 
Let G be as in Example 1. Let H and K be the subgroups G generated 
by g’ and g’, respectively. Let I,, H and I,,, be the augmentation ideals 
of Z( G 1 H) and Z(G 1 K), respectively. Let A = I,, H 0 I,, K. As a QH- 
module QA g Q(G 1 K). As a QK-module Q,4 z Q 0 Q(G 1 H). Therefore A 
satisfies our conditions. Assume there exists an invertible G-module M such 
that QA 2 QM. 
We have A” = 0 hence H’(G, A) = 0. By Theorem 3.2, H”(G, A) z 
H”(G, M). Hence H’(G, A) must be 0. But H’(G, A)=N’(G, ZclH)@ 
H’ (G, I,, K) and H’( G, I,, K) g Z I 32. Therefore such an M cannot exist. 
EXAMPLE 3. Before stating this example we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let G be a cyclic group of order n generated by an element 
g. Let M be a G-module affording the rational character x. Then QM is per- 
mutation if and or@ tf there exists a k x k lower triangular matrix (a,,) with 
entries in Z such that 
d, x( g”’ 1 
(a,) i = i 
O( i 
, 
dk x( g”“) 
where ( 1 = d, < d, . . . < dk = n) are the distinct divisors of n, 
30 
a, 
if+& 
=o otherwise. 
Moreover, CL,, = n, for some fixed non-negative integer nI for all i such that 
d, I 4. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 in [lo], x is completely determined by the 
characters of a generator of each subgroup of G, i.e., x( gd,) for i = 1, . . . . k. 
Now QM is permutation if and only if 
QM = 0 Q(G I G,)“‘, 
r=l 
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where G, = (g”), and the n,‘s are non-negative integers. Then 
x(gdz)= 1 n,[G:G,]= c n,d,. 
4 I 4 4 I 4 
The lemma is proved by letting a,, = n,, for all i such that d, 1 d,. 
For a finite group G and a G-module M. let x be the character afforded 
by QM, and let x be an element of G. Let H= (x). Then to compute x(x) 
it suffices to view QM as a QKmodule. Therefore the character afforded 
by a permutation module will be determined by a finite set of matrices of 
the form (a,) considered in Lemma 4.4. Choosing one element from each 
conjugacy class in G, each matrix will give the character of the cyclic group 
generated by that element. However, if QM is a permutation module over 
all cyclic subgroups of G, then QM is not necessarily permutation as a QG- 
module. Therefore the converse does not hold. The following is a coun- 
terexample. Let G = S3 = (s, ts* = t3 = 1, sts = t’). Let M be the kernel of 
the map ZG -+“’ Z(G 1 s) defined by o( 1) = 1 - i. M is shown to be inver- 
tible in [3]. A basis for Mover Z is jt+t”s, l+t*-t’s, -l+s+t”s, 
1 + ts}. 
Let x be the character afforded by QM, then x( 1) = 4, x(s) = 0, x(t) = 1. 
The cyclic subgroups of G are groups of order 2 and 3. By Lemma 4.4, 
QM is permutation over all cyclic subgroups of G, but QA4 is not a per- 
mutation QG-module. If it were, then there would exist non-negative 
integers CL,‘s, i = 1, . . . . 4, such that 
QM= Qx’@QGa2@ Q(GIs)“~OQ(GI t)““. 
An easy computation shows that no such a,‘~ exists. 
5. CHARACTERS 
We shall now present a result which gives a necessary condition for a G- 
module M to be invertible. The condition is not sufficient, but it is the only 
condition we have, to our knowledge, on characters afforded by invertible 
modules. The proof is an adaptation of part of a proof of Swan’s theorem 
given by Janusz [4, Theorem 32.111. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a finite cyclic p-group generated by x. Let y E G, 
and let x be the rational character afforded by a permutation G-module M. 
Then 
x(-x) G x(.v). 
Proof: IfBisabasisforM.thenX(x)=IB”I~IB”‘I=X(J’). 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a finite group, A4 an inuertible G-module. Let 
x E G and H = (x). Let x be the character afforded hq* QM. If u belongs to 
a p-subgroup of H, then Ix(x)1 ,< x(u). 
Proof: It suffices to assume G is cyclic of order n, generated by X. Then 
there exist elements y and z in G such that x = ~2 and G = E x H, where 
H = ( JX) is a p-group and E = (z) is of order prime to p. 
Let K= Q(fi), R = Z[fi], and S= R, for some maximal ideal P in 
R containing p. The SC-lattice SOR M is still invertible and we may 
compute x(x) by letting .Y act on an S-basis of SOR M. 
Let (e,) be a full set of primitive orthogonal idempotents of the group 
algebra ICE. Since the order of E is a unit in S and E is commutative, it 
follows from Proposition 9.21 in [4] that each e, E SE. Therefore 
SE= @ SEe, 
and 
S@M= @ e,(SOM). 
Each e,(S@ M) is an invertible SG-module since it is a direct summand of 
an invertible module. The G-action on e,(SQ M) is defined by 
x .(e,,?Ts,@m,)=xe,(Cs,@m,)=e,(x(Z’s,@m,)), 
which is valid since G is abelian. Now for each i, ze, = o,e, for is some nth 
root of 1 o, in S.On the other hand, e,(S @ M) is an SH-module affording 
the character p, of H. Since x= yz, x(x) =C,p,(y)o,, Ix(x)1 <C, Ip,(y)I 
Iw,I = C, Ip,( J)I. But each e,(S@M) is an invertible SH-module, H is a p- 
group, and p is not a unit in R. By Theorem 2.1, e,(S@ M) isa permutation 
SH-module for each i. Consequently p,( 4‘) 8s a non-negative integer for 
each i. Hence 
Ix(x)l ~~dY)=xb9. 
NOW y was chosen so that it generates the p-sylow subgroup H of G. By 
Lemma 5.1, x( I?) <x(u). Hence Ix(x)1 < X(U). 
DEFINITION. An RG-lattice M is stably permutation if there exists 
permutation RG-modules P and P’ such that P 2 P’ @ M. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a finite cyclic group. Then every QG-module is 
stably permutation. 
Proof The proof of [S, Lemma 2.51 holds for irreducible QG-modules. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let G be a cyclic group of order n. Then the character 
x of G afforded by a QG-module Qh4 is given by 
where 1 = d, < d, < . . . < dk = n are the distinct divisors of n, and A = (tl,,) is 
a k x k matrix with entries in Z, such that a, = 0 if d, 1 d,. 
Proof: By Theorem 5.2 there exists permutation G-modules P and P’ 
and QP’= QMO QP. Let (/I,) and (&) be the matrices corresponding to 
P and P’, then (a,) = (8,) - (Pb). 
Let G = (g) be a group of order pq, where p and q are distinct primes. 
Let M be an invertible G-module. By Lemma 4.4, QA4 is permutation if 
and only if there exist non-negative integers n,, n,, n3 such that 
where x is the rational character afforded by QA4. 
By Theorem 5.1, x(gP)- Ix(g)1 20 and x(gy)- Ix(g)] 30. Thus, if 
n, = x(g) 2 0, then n, > 0 and n3 3 0. Moreover, by Corollary 5.1, the n,‘s 
are integers. We have just proved the following theorem 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be cyclic of order pq generated by g, with p, q 
distinct primes. Let A4 be an invertible G-module. Then QM is permutation 
cf and only if 
6. GLOBAL BEHAVIOR OF INVERTIBLE MODULES OVER CYCLIC GROUPS 
In this section we will study the Q-class of an invertible module over a 
cyclic group. Recall that the Q-class of a G-lattice A is defined to be 
r,4= {MEF~:QM~QA). 
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We first introduce some notation for the entire section. 
G = finite cyclic group (unless otherwise specified) 
n = order of G 
CD, = primitive ith root of 1 
g = generator of G 
d,(?s) = ith cyclotomic polynomial 
We write QG z @,,, Q(o,), where g acts as o, on Q(o,). 
DEFINITION. Let h,, . . . . h, be a collection of distinct divisors of n, such 
that h, does not divide h, for any i and j, let U= {m:m ( h, for some i} and 
let 
I= {iln such that i$ U}. 
Let $ = JJ,, , 4,. Then $ZG is called a basic summand. 
Our main result is: For a G-module M, r,,,, contains an invertible 
module if andonly if QMr 0, QT:, where the T,‘s are basic summands 
and the CI,‘s are non-negative integers. 
Thus, the Q-class of an invertible module M contains a direct sum of 
principal ideals of ZG, whose generators are of the form of $. 
A. 
Let A be a G-lattice. In this section we show that if A is invertible and 
Q(w,)l QA then Q(o,)l QA for all jl i. The fundamental point is that the 
decomposition of QA into irreducible QG-modules Q(o,) implies the 
existence of an injection of Z[w,] into A, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Hence the 1 co-cycles from any subgroup H in G into Z[o,] must split 
in A. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let wd be a primitive lath root of 1. Then 
Z[cod, =$% { XEZG: tjdx=O}. 
d 
Proof: Reference [11, Lemma 51. 
The following lemma will not be used in the sequal, but we found it 
interesting in itself. 
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LEMMA 6.2. Let d be a divisor of n, d> 1. Then H’(G, Z[od])#O, ij 
and only if d = p” for some prime p. 
Proof: By Lemma 6.1 we have the exact sequence 
0-Z[w,]-ZGAN-0, 
where N = dd. ZG. Therefore H”( G, N) % H”+ ‘(G, Z[od] ). Let T = 
C:zd g’, then T=FIkZI.kln #k. Now TE NC. We shall show that if d = p” 
then T$ T(N). Hence H’(G, N) # 0, which implies that H’(G, Z[o,]) # 0. 
Let E be the augmentation map. Since d=p”, q5,(.x)=~p:~(~~“-‘)~, 
~(4~) = p. Now suppose TE T(N). Then there exists and x in ZG such that 
T= Tddx = @J TX). But TX E ZGG, hence q5dT~ = ~(4~) TX = pTx. So 
T- pTx = 0, and (1 - px) belongs to ker T, where T: ZG + ZG is multi- 
plication by T. Now, (ker T)/ZoZG= HP’(G, ZG)=O, where I, is the 
augmentation ideal. Hence 1 - px E I, = ker E. Hence E( 1 - px) = 0 and 
E( 1) = E(P) E(X) = 1. So E(S) = l/p. This is in contradiction since .Y E ZG. So 
T4 T(N). 
Conversely, assume that d is not a prime power. We claim that 
E(dd) = f 1. To see this note that since C::d g’= &l,k +, #k, 
&Ed 8’) = r-L/r. k Sk I ~(4~) = n. Write n = p”;’ . . . p:, p, distinct primes, 
and let J= {d : d 1 n, and d is not a prime power}. Then 
n=p;‘l ... PZ’ n E(4d). 
dtJ 
Hence ~(4~) = f 1 for all dE J. Now let ?: E NG, then JJ E ZG”. So y E T(ZG) 
since H’(G, ZG) =O. Hence there exists x in ZG such that y= TX. Then 
Td,x = tid( TX) = ~(4~). TX = &-TX = _+y. So y E T(N). Hence H’(G, N) = 0, 
which implies that H’(G, Z[od]) = 0. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let p be a prime, and G a cyclic group of order p with 
generator X. Let w be a primitive p3 th root of 1 for some a > 1. Define a 
G-action on Q(o) by letting x act as opz~‘. Then there is a G-isomorphism 
cp : Q(w) + (QZG)“‘-‘. 
Proof: Let x, x1 be the characters of G afforded by Q(o) and (QZc)p”m’, 
respectively. Then 
x(x) = -p2 ’ =x,(x) 
and 
x(l)= +p’-‘(p-1)=x,(l), 
which proves the lemma. 
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LEMMA 6.4. Let G be a cyclic group of order n uith generator g. Let d 
be a divisor of n and p a prime dividing d. Let k = d/p, and H = ( gk >. Then 
H’(H, ZCo,]) #O. 
Proof Let D = (g”). Since D is normal in H we have the exact 
sequence 
0- H’(HID,Z[o,]“)= H’(H,Z[w,])= H’(D,Z[o,]). 
The action of D on Z[O~] is trivial since g acts as od. Hence 
ZCW<,lD =ZCWdl and H’(D, D, Z[wJ) = 0. 
So H’(H/D, Z[wd]) E H’(H, Z[wd]). Write d = p;’ ...pzr, pi’s distinct 
primes, and set p = p, and T= H 1 D. Then T is a group of order p whose 
generator x is the image of gk under the map H -+ H/D. By looking at 
characters we have Q(od) z Q(w,,;l ) @ . ... @ Q(upy). Now for i # 1, x acts 
on Q(opy) as 1, and for i= 1 x acts as ,o$ ~ ‘. So as a T-module 
Q(wc,) = Qb;‘)“, where k = Ranke(Q(op;2) 0 . @ Q(o;;)). We are now 
exactly in the situation of Lemma 6.3, hence as T-modules Q(od) g QZ;, 
where r = pzl ~ ’ k. Thus, we have the exact sequence of T-modules 
O+Z[w,] +r,+c+o 
with C a finite T-module. By Lemma 3.2, H’( T, Z[w,]) #O. Hence 
H’( H, ZCwJ ) # 0. 
Remark. Let A4 be a G-module, then Qh4 = 0 ,,” Q(uJ,)“’ for some non- 
negative integers c(,. Let H be a subgroup of G with generator gk. Consider 
the map ( gk - 1): QM + QM. Then 
ker( gk - 1) = QM” = @ (Q(u,)“)~. 
I 1 n 
Q(o,Y’= {EE QCxlM,(-x): Ok - 1)~ E (d,(x));. 
But d,(.~) is irreducible over Q. So either LIE (d,(x)) or (xk - 1)~ (4,(.x)). 
But (x” - 1) E (d,(x)) if and only if i divides k. 
so QMHr @,,k Q(o,)“‘. 
We are now ready to prove 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let M be an invertible G-module. Zf Q(od) 1 QM for some 
divisor d # 1 of n, then Q(col) 1 QM f or some divisor i of d strictly smaller 
than d. 
Proof: Let p be a prime dividing d, k = d/p, and H = ( g”). By the 
above remark it suffices to show that ker( gk - 1) #O. So assume 
ker(gk - 1) =O. Without loss of generality, we may assume Z[oJ c M. 
Since M is a Noetherian G-module, there exists a submosule A of M, maxi- 
mal in the set {X:Xc M, Z[od] cX and Q(wd) = QX}. Since 
Q,4 = Q(wJ, there is an exact sequence 0 + A --) Z[o,] --) C -+ 0 for some 
finite G-module C. Since Z[odlH = 0, and H’(H, Z[o,]) # 0, by 
Lemma 6.4, we can conclude that H’(H, A) #O by Lemma 3.2. Let 
cp: H + A be a 1 co-cycle such that @ # 0 in H’(H, A). Since M is invertible 
H’(H, M) = 0. Thus there exist 6 E M such that 
cp( gk) = gkh - 6. 
On the other hand, H’(H, A) is a finite abelian group so r@ = 0 in H’ 
(H, A), for some r in Z. So there exists b in A such that rcp( gk) = g”fi - j. 
Therefore gk/I - p = rgk6 - 6, hence (r6 - /I) E ker( gk - 1). By assumption 
r6 - p = 0. Thus 6 = P/r E QA, and Q( A, S) = QA. The choice of A implies 
that (A, S) = A, therefore 6 E A. Thus cp was split in A. A contradiction; 
hence ker( gk - 1) cannot be zero. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 6.1 implies the folloxing. For an 
invertible module M, a subgroup K = ( gk) of G, and a divisor d of n. 
If Z[od]qM and H’(K,Z[o,])#O, then ker(gk-l)#O, where 
gk - 1: QM + QM is multiplication. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Zf M is an invertible G-module, then Q 1 QM. 
Proof Let d be the least integer such that Q(w,) 1 QM. By Theorem 6.1, 
d= 1. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let M be an invertible G-module. Then MH # 0 for any 
subgroup H of G. 
Proof It suffices to show that MG # 0, since if H < G then MC c MH. 
Rank,M’ = dim,(QM)G # 0 by Corollary 6.1, so MC # 0. 
The following corollary and theorem are immediate consequences of 
Corollary 6.2. 
COROLLARY 6.3. If A 4 pG for some positive integer r, then there does not 
exist an invertible module in the Q-class of A. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let GG be any finite group. Let A be a G-lattice, such that 
AH = 0 for some cyclic subgroup H of G. Then the Q-class of A does not 
contain an invertible module. 
B. 
Let M be an invertible G-module, and assume that Q(ud) 1 QM for some 
divisor d on n. In Section 6-A we showed that there exists a divisor i of d, 
strictly less than d, such that Q(o,)l QM. 
In this section we shall show that in fact Q(o,) 1 QM for all divisors i 
of d. Furthermore if Q(o,)‘I QM, for some positive integer a, then 
Q(o,)‘I QM for all divisors i of d. This will give us the structure theorem 
for QM. 
We can write n = p’p’, where p is a prime and (p’, p) = 1. Let 2, be the 
localization of Z at p. Then G E G’ x G,, where G, is the p-sylow subgroup 
of G, and G’ is the subgroup of G of order p’. We have the isomorphisms 
ZJGI E Z,[G’l CG,] E ZJG’I 0 ZJG,l 
Let (2, J>) be the image of g under the isomorphism which takes G to 
G’ x G,, then the G-action on Z,[G’] @Z,[G,] is given by g(cr@/I) = 
LCL 0 y/I. Since p’ is a unit in Z,, Zp[ G’] is a maximal Z,-order in QG’, by 
[4, Proposition 27.11. Write QG’ E @t=, QG’e,, where the QG’e,‘s are the 
Wedderburn components of QG’ and the e,‘s the corresponding primitive 
idempotents. By [4, Theorem 26.201, 
Z,[G’] E & Z,[G’]e, 
,=I 
and Z, [G’]e, is a maximal Z,-order in QG’e,. But QG’r @,, p. Q(w,), 
where o, is a primitive ith root of 1. So by renumbering the e,‘s, we may 
say QG’e, z Q(o,). Now by [4, Proposition 26.101, there exists a unique 
maximal Z,-order in Q(o,); it is Z, Co,]. Hence Z, [G’] r @ ,, ps Z, Co,], 
and 
Zp CGI r Z, CG’ICG,l z 0 Z, Co,1 CG,l r 0 Z, Co,1 0 Z, CG,l. 
II P’ II P’ 
Set R, =Z,[o,]. Then, for each i, R, is a Dedekind domain. For any 
G-module A4, we have 
Mp=Zp@ ME Q R,[Gp]Mp= @ M,, 
Z l/P’ Jl P’ 
where M, = R, [G,] M,. If M is invertible, then each M, is an invertible 
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Z, [Cl-lattice. We want to show that for each i, M, is an invertible 
R, CC,]-lattice; i.e., there exists P = 0, R, [G, 1 H,] such that A4 is a direct 
summand of P. Notice that since M, is Z,-free, it is R,-torsion free. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let R,, M, be defined as above, and let P be any R, CC,]- 
permutation module. Then ExtL,rGp,( P, M,) = 0. 
Proof: It suffices to show that 
Ext&JR, Cc, I HI, M,) = 0 
for any subgroup H of G,. For each i, let 
be an extension of R, [G, 1 H] by M,. This is an exact sequence of 
TR, CC,]-modules, but it is also an exact sequence of Z, [Cl-modules by 
Zp Ccl -+ X R, [G,]. Now R, [G, 1 H] and M, are invertible Z,G-modules; 
by Lemma 1.2 the sequence splits as a Z,G-sequence and hence as an 
R, [ G,]-sequence. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let G be a finite cyclic group of order n. Let 
R = Z[y], where y is a primitive mth root of 1 with (n, m) = 1. Let M be an 
RG-lattice such that Extk, (P, M) = 0 f or all permutation RG-modules P. 
Then M is RG-invertible. 
Prooj By Lemma 1.1, M is coflasque. Since G is cyclic, M is flasque. By 
Proposition 1.1, M is RG-invertible. 
The next two theorems are crucial in determining the structure of QM 
for an invertible module M. Theorem 6.3 is used in the proof of 
Theorem 6.4. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let G be a cyclic group oj‘ order n, M an invertible 
G-module. If Q(w,,)’ 1 QM for some positive integer a, then Q(o,)” 1 QM for 
all maximal divisors k of n. 
Proof. Keeping the above notation, M, z @ ,, ,,, M,, where the M,‘s are 
R, CC,]-modules. By Lemma 6.5 and Proposition 6.1, the M,‘s are inver- 
tible R, CC,,]-modules. By Theorem 2.1, the M,‘s are R, [GJ-permutation 
modules. Thus M, g 0, R, [G, 1 H,] for some subgroups H, of G,. Hence 
M,~0,Z,Co,lOzp[IG,lH,l, so M,rO,(O,Z,IIw,lOzp[IGplH/l). 
Therefore QM z @ ,( 0, Q(oJ,) 0 Q(G, ( H,)). Now let k be a maximal 
divisor of n. Write n = p;’ .. p:, p,‘s distinct primes. We may assume 
k= p:‘-‘p;‘... P:~. Let p = p,. Since Q(w,,)z Q(w,,;: ,,p)@ Q(o,,;I), and 
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since QG, is the only transitive permutation QG,-module of which Q(o,,;l) 
is a direct summand, Q(w,)“l QM implies 
But QG, r Q 0 Q(w,,) 0 . Q(oP;- 1) 0 Q(o,;). Hence, Q(wP;2 P:‘)” 0 
Q(w~;~- I) E Q(ok)” is a direct summand of QM, proving the theorem. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let G be a cyclic group of order n with generator g, M an 
invertible G-module, and d any divisor of n. Then Q(o),)‘1 QM implies 
Q(ok)” 1 QM for all divisors k of d. Hence Q(G 1 H)” 1 QM, where H = ( gd). 
Prooj: By induction on it. Let d be a proper divisor of n and assume 
Q(od)“I QM. Write QM= elln Q(o,)“. Then QM”= @,,,,Q(u,)‘~. In 
particular, QM” 1 QM. S ince Q(od)” I QM, QMH #O. The following 
sequence is exact for any K: H 6 K 6 G, 
0- H’(KIH,MH)% H’(K,M)= H’(H,M). 
Since M is invertible, H’(K, M) = 0. Hence H’(KI H, MH) = 0. By 
Lemma 4.1, MH is an invertible G I H-module. By induction Q(wk)’ 1 QMH 
for all divisors k of d. Since QM” I QM, we have proved th first assertion 
for all divisors of n strictly less than n. Now assume Q(w,,)‘l QM, then by 
Theorem 6.3, Q(oJ)“I QM for all maximal divisors d of n. Hence 
Q(w,)’ 1 QM for all divisors k of n. Since Q(G I H) = erld Q(c),), and since 
the Q(w,)‘s are irreducible, the second assertion follows. 
THEOREM 6.5 (Structure Theorem). Let G be a cyclic group of order II, 
M an invertible G-module, Then QM= @I QT:l, where the CI,‘s are non- 
negative integers, and the T,‘s are basic summands. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on PI = ranko(QM’). Let 
QM = 0, Q(w,)~/. Then fi, is the exponent which with Q appears in the 
decomposition of QM into irreducibles. If PI = 1, then by Theorem 6.4, 
QM= Q(G I H) for some subgroup H of G. So the theorem is true. Now 
assume PI > 1. If B, is not zero, then by Theorem 6.4 we can write 
QM = QGPn@ QJ!,. Otherwise, let J= (h,, . . . . h,) be the set of maximal 
divisors of n for which flh, is not zero. Let I = (i I n : i 1 h, for some h, E J}. Let 
QT= @lE,Q(o,), and b=min,{/?h,]. Note that QT contains a full ZG- 
lattice which is a basic summand, namely r(/ZG, where $ = n,, c, 4, 
and U= { iI n such that i$ I}. Again by Theorem 6.4 we can write 
QM = QTO @ QN. It is straightforward to see that the powers with which 
the irreducible components appear in either QL or QN satisfy the condi- 
tions of Theorem 6.4. Further, the exponent of Q in QL or QN is strictly 
less than PI, so the theorem follows by induction. 
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We now apply Theorem 6.5 to groups of order pq, where p and q are 
distinct primes. First consider the exact sequence 
O-K-ZGLN-0, 
where N = d,ZG. By Lemma 6.1, K= ker 4, = Z[o,]. For any subgroup H 
of G, Z[o,]“= 0; hence H’(G, Z[on]) = 0 and H’(H, N) = 0. Since G is 
cyclic this implies that N is invertible. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Let G be a cyclic group of order n = pq, for distinct 
primes p and q. Let M be an invertible G-module. Let N = #,,ZG. Then 
QM=QPQQNk 
for some non-negative integer k and some permutation module P. 
Proof: By Theorem 6.5, QME 0, QT:, where the T,‘s are basic sum- 
mands and the tl,‘s some non-negative integers. But the basic summands 
are exactly Z, N, Z( G 1 H), Z( G 1 K), and ZG, where H = ( gp ), K = ( g4), 
and this proves the corollary. 
Remark. This corollary implies that over a group of order pq, QM is 
almost permutation, i.e., modulo powers of a fixed invertible module. 
C. 
In this section we show that all basic summands are invertible. This, in 
conjunction with our structure theorem, completely determines the Q-class 
of an invertible module over a cyclic group. Our main result is: 
THEOREM B. Let G be a cyclic group of order n. Let M be a G-module. 
Then the Q-class of M contains an invertible module if and only if 
QME 0, QT:, where the T,‘s are basic summands and the CI,‘s are non- 
negative integers. 
The following lemmas will lead us to the proof of Theorem 6.6, which 
says that basic summands are invertible. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let M be a G-lattice such that MH = M. Then M is G-inver- 
tible tf and only if M is G 1 H-invertible. 
Proof The proof follows from a simple cohomological argument. 
The following lemma generalizes the remark preceding Corollary 6.1. 
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LEMMA 6.7. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by g’, fr some divisor 
i of n. Then B = q5,Z(G 1 H) is an invertible module. 
Proof. We have the exact sequence 
0-K-Z(GIH+ B-O. (*I 
Tensoring by Q we get 
Q(GlWrQBOQK 
and $,QK=O. Since Q(Gl H) = @,,, Q(o,), QK= Q(co,). Let T be a sub- 
group of G properly containing H. Say T = ( g’) and i = kt for some k dis- 
tinct from 1. Since i does not divide t, 0 = Q(u,)~ = QK’. Since K is Z-free, 
this implies that KT = 0; hence H”( T, K) = 0. Clearly B” = B, so by 
Lemma 6.6, B is G-invertible if B is G 1 H-invertible. From (*) we have the 
following exact sequence for all subgroups T of G containing H: 
H’(T,Z(G(H))+H’(T,B)-+H’(T,K). 
Since T is cyclic, H*( T, K) = H”( T, K), and H”( T, K) =0 by the above 
remarks. Also H’( T, Z(G 1 H)) = 0, hence H’( T, B) = 0. Now 
0 - H’( Tj H, B”) 3 H’( T, B) 2 H’(H, B) 
is exact. Hence, H’( T] H, BH) = H’( T, B) = 0. So B is (G I H)-invertible. 
LEMMA 6.8. Let T be the subgroup of G generated by g’ and let k be a 
divisor of n which does not divide t = [G : T]. Then 
&Z(G) T) z Z(G ( T). 
Proof. We have the exact sequence 
O- K- Z(GI ,)A bkZ(G] T)--+ 0, 
where K = ker dk is Z-free. Tensoring by Q we get 
0-QK-Q(GjT+$,Q(GIT)-0. 
But Q(Gl T) = @,,I Q(q). H ence if x belongs to Q(G I T) and dkx = 0, 
then x = 0. So QK= 0. Since K is Z-free, this implies that K = 0. So dk is 
an isomorphism. 
Lemmas 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 are needed for the proof of Lemma 6.11. 
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LEMMA 6.9. Let G be a cyclic group of order pr with generator g. For 
any k such that 0 < k d r we have 
4$” -q$,rZpGr Z,(Gl H), 
where H is the subgroup of G generated by g”“. 
Proof: By induction on m = r - k. If m = 1 then d,,ZG is invertible 
by Lemma 6.7. Since G isa p-group d,,,Z,G is Z,G-permutation by 
Theorem 2.1. By looking at Z,-ranks we see that d,,Z, z Z,,(G 1 L), where 
L= ( gp’-‘). Th e induction hypothesis implies that #,,i+ I . . . dP, Z, G z 
d,+~Z,(Gllu), where K=(gpkiZ). By the above argument 
~~,,+IZ,(GJK)~Z,(GIH), where H=(gPh). 
LEMMA 6.10. Let i and k be divisors of 12. Then 
if k#i 
if k=i. 
Proof The case where k = i is clear. So assume k # i. Then the follow- 
ing sequence is exact: 
0 + K -+ Z[o,] + &Z[w,] + 0, 
Tensoring by Q we get 
o~QK~Q(o,)~~xQ(o,,-o. 
The argument in the proof of Lemma 6.8 implies that K = 0. 
We recall that a basic summand is a principal ideal $ZG in ZG, where 
II/ = nJE ,I$, and I is defined as follows. Given a finite collection h, , . . . . h, of 
divisors of n, such that h, does not divide h, for any i and j, let U be the 
set of divisors of h, for each i. Then I is the set of divisors of n not 
contained in U. 
LEMMA 6.11. Let I+!J be defined as above, and let i be a divisor of n, with 
(i, p) = 1. Then either 
Icl(Z, Cd 0 z,G,) = 0 
or 
for some subgroup H of G,. 
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Proof of Lemma 6.11. Recall that II/ = n, 4, = fl, d,(g). We have 
Qo(z,Co,lOzpGp)r~(w,)o~~,r~(o,)o i Q(oI~,) ,=o 
(where pr is the order of Gp). By looking at characters, we have 
Q(o,) 0 Q(w$J, = Q(Q+, 
for each j, and g acts as multiplication by w,,,, on Q(w,). 
For simplicity of notation we set X = Z,[o,] 0 Z,G,. 
Step 1. If I$,~ does not divide 9 for any j, then $QXz QX by 
Lemma 6.10. So we have the exact sequence 
Since the Z,-ranks of X and $X are the same, this implies K = 0. So 
XE *x. 
Step 2. If q5,,,, divides $ for some j, we let p’ be the largest pth power 
such that drp, does not divide $ (i.e., d,,,,+l divides +). 
By the structure of $, dk divides $ for all k dividing n such that k is a 
multiple of ip’+ ‘. In particular + i = n; = , + i +4,@ divides II/. Set il/ = $, $?. 
Since no drd divides lcIz, the argument of step 1 shows that 
ij2XE X. 
So Ic/Xg$iX. If t= -1, then $iQX=O, hence $iX=O. We write Z,[w,] 
as R,, and X z R, [G,]. We will show that + i X is a permutation R, [G,]- 
module. By Proposition 6.1, it suffices to show Ext i G (P, $,X) = 0 for all 
permutation R,G,-modules P; or equivalently that hf(H, 11/,X) = 0 for all 
H subgroups of G,. 
Now 
= 2 Q(QQ) 
J=o 
g Q(w) 0 Q(G, I H), 
where H = ( .vp’); recall G, = ( y). We have the exact sequence 
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QK viewed as a QG,-module is isomorphic to Cl;= I+, Q(u,)~, where 
k = dima Q(o,). So for any subgroup L of G, properly containing H, 
QKL=O, so KL =0, therefore H’(L, K) =0= H’(L, t+hl R,[G,]). Now any 
subgroup L of H acts trivially on +I QX so also acts trivially on $,X, 
hence H’(L, $,X) = 0. Conqequently $, X is R, [G,]-invertible. But G, is a 
p-group, hence by Theorem 2.1, 11/1x is a permutation R,. [G,]-module. 
Hence Ic/,Xzx, R, [G,l H,]. By looking at Z,-rank, we see that 
$,=~,C~,1@Z,(G,IH). 
We are now ready to show 
THEOREM 6.6. Let $ZG be a basic summand, then Il/ZG is an invertible 
G-module. 
ProoJ It suffices to show that ($ZG), is Z,G-invertible for each prime 
p dividing n. Moreover, since 
WW, E $Z,G = 0 W-, Co,1 0 z,G,) 
II P’ 
it suffices to show that ll/(Z, [o,] @ Z,G,) is Z,G-invertible for each i. 
By Lemma 6.11, tj(Z, [oM,] @Z,G,) is either 0 or isomorphic to 
ZP [w,] 0 Z,(G,I H), for some subgroup H of G,, which in turn is 
isomorphic to Z,(G’)(G,I H)e,. But Z,(G’)(G,j H)e, is a direct summand 
of Z,(G’)(G,( H), which is isomorphic to Z,(G( H). Hence 
Z,, [o,] @ Z,(G, 1 H) is invertible for each i. 
Our main result Theorem B is now a direct consequence of Theorem 6.6 
and Theorem 6.5. 
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